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FORWARD 

The marriage institution was established through the 

plural excellence of wisdom by the Creator God. It is 

meant to add values to the life of mankind. 

A marriage is all about self-expression through loving-

kindness to a partner and caring for each other to cultivate 

the labor of love in happiness. The fulfilment in life 

through marriage serves as the living paradise, or the first 

heaven. 

The heaven is on the Earth. Such a heaven is attainable 

through the power of love and the unconditional 

acceptance of each other through the innocent and the 

sense of justice . 

Love is Life. Life is always fresh and beautiful. Beautiful 

in the sense that, when love reigns supreme in our 

matrimonial home, or in whatever we do, we are fulfilled 

in life. Love beautifies life. 

Happiness in the matrimonial home is beyond compares. 

It is attainable only through the innocent with its 

unconditional love. Thus, any matrimonial home lacking 

the innocent and unconditional love is a lifeless marriage. 

The living hell in which mankind consistently finds itself 

in marriage is mostly related to the constructive elements 

upon which a marriage is built. 

Natural happiness and true love cannot be purchased with 

wealth. It is the false love created by the devil which is 

associated with wealth can be purchased as a  

commodity.  

False love and its matrimonial contract is the major cause 

of mankind’s miseries and agonies in marriage.  
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False love gives birth to a short lived pleasure. 

Eventually, the pleasure begotten in the false love leads 

mankind to depression. The Ego’s mindset desires and 

expectation leads mankind to the state of depression. 

It is very significantly for mankind to acknowledge the 

difference between happiness and pleasure. Many people 

are lacking the understanding, alike the difference 

between false love with its bewitching pleasure, and the 

unconditional love that gives birth to natural happiness.  

You can  swim in the ocean of  the false love and its 

corrupt manners with its associated wealth to have  fun, 

but at the end of the day, your merry making and its 

pleasure will be just a short lived.  

Eventually, depression will be inevitable. Every desire 

outside the umbrella of the innocent and unconditional 

love leads to depression.  

Happiness in marriage is attainable only through the 

innocence, the unconditional love, the sense of justice, 

care and treating a partner the manner in which you desire 

to be treated. 

Money cannot buy your love. Wealth is meant to give you 

pleasures in life and in marriage but not a natural 

happiness. 

It is only the innocent and the unconditional love can add 

values to marriage’s life pattern for the attainment of the 

natural happiness to be fulfilled in life. 

Pity are those who led themselves to be bought by the 

influence of wealth. It is only false love can  be purchased 

as a selling commodity.  

Many people exchange their precious lives and souls with 

the false love for the lack of the distinguishing between 

the false love and the unconditional love.  
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For the sake of the atrocities being consistently caused in 

the name of the false love by humanity, I am compelled  

to enlighten mankind for the acknowledgement of the 

attributes of both the false love and the unconditional 

love.  

This may perhaps save many souls from the slaying 

sword of the false love. It is significantly to evaluate to 

acknowledge the driving force behind every choice 

readily to be implemented in life.  A choice driven by the 

Ego’s mindset relating to a marriage eventually misleads 

mankind to deceptions.   

Choosing a partner under the influence of sympathy is 

not love. Choosing a partner through favors or kindness 

shown to you previously is not love. Choosing a partner 

prior to profession in which both find yourselves is not 

an act of love. 

Choosing a partner under the influence of cultural values 

like an arranged marriage or dating on social media may 

not be under the umbrella of the unconditional love. 

Choosing a partner from the same religious affiliation for 

the sake of security is not love. They are the Ego’s trend. 

Simply, any choice in engaging in relationships or 

engaging in marriage on conditions is not an act of 

unconditional love. 

These kind of relationships or marriages fall under the 

umbrella of the false love. False love gives birth to 

pleasure but not a natural happiness. 

It is only the unconditional love which is natural and goes 

beyond all borders can give mankind the desirable natural 

happiness in marriage. 

Unconditional love is simply; loving without conditions. 
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In some situations and circumstances, the innocent 

partner with unconditional love, cares for a partner more 

than himself or herself. 

Much have been said. It is individual’s choice. It is either 

you choose a partner in the frame-work of the Ego’s mind 

concept with its false love, or engage in marriage with 

your innocent and unconditional love which is natural to 

enjoy the benefit of it. 

It is only natural things can create the desirable happiness 

for mankind. It is simply just “a cut and dry issue.” Any 

marriage lacking the innocent and unconditional love is 

a lifeless marriage. Without unconditional love, there is 

no possibility of attaining happiness in your matrimonial 

home. 

Many people desire peace and happiness in their 

matrimonial homes. They try as much as possible to 

overcome obstacles. They invest much time in the 

settlement of their differences in their matrimonial homes 

for peace, stability and happiness; yet, in some scenarios, 

peace and happiness eludes them.  

Most matrimonial homes are swimming in the pool of 

misunderstandings and chaotic living hell’s atmospheres. 

Depression is weighing many people down prior to the 

burdens begotten from their matrimonial homes. They 

are walking corpses in the society; absolutely living dead 

people.  

You cannot plant a banana tree to cultivate the fruit of the 

coconut. Each and every tree produces its kind of fruits. 

Thus, if a person desires peace and happiness in marriage, 

the only possibility is to invest the innocent and the 

unconditional love in his or her marriage. 
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The by-product of the innocent and unconditional love is 

perfect peace, everlasting prosperity and happiness. 

This is the only manner through which mankind can 

attain peace and happiness in marriage. 

Whatever you do in marriage, let the innocent and 

unconditional love reign supreme and you will cultivate 

their fruits of perfect peace, everlasting prosperity and 

happiness. 

Perfect peace and everlasting prosperity is attainable in 

marriage only through the innocent and the unconditional 

love. Love is the solution to everything in life and the 

remedy for all illness including the mighty death itself. 

Mankind is the creator of its own worst nightmares. “We 

reap whatever that we sow.” 

Sow the seeds of the innocent and unconditional love in 

your marriage, and you will reap in perfect peace, 

everlasting prosperity and happiness in your matrimonial 

home. 

The basic elements for the construction of a successful 

matrimonial home are; the innocent, unconditional love, 

the sense of justice, loving-kindness, commitment, trust, 

compassion, patients, respect and surrendering selflessly 

in totality and to treat a partner the manner you desire to 

be treated by such a partner. 

When mankind sow these seeds in its matrimonial home, 

it is compelled to cultivate their fruits of happiness, 

perfect peace and everlasting prosperity.  

This precious book; “How to find happiness in marriage” 

is meant to enlighten mankind to acknowledge the cause 

and the effect of the false love driven by the Ego’s 

mindset and the unconditional love driven by the 

innocence. 
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It is meant to create awareness. It enables mankind to 

make the right decision in engaging in marriage to avoid 

falling into the “time-trapped” agenda through the false 

love and its matrimonial contract. 

“Prevention is better than cure, and for the lack of 

knowledge, ignorant people perish without any tangible 

reason.” 

Whatever choice we make with our given free-will pays 

us its dividends in a millionfold. It is individual’s choice. 

It is either you engage in marriage with the Ego’s mind 

concept and its false love, or with the innocent with its 

unconditional love to enjoy the benefit of it. 

You are your paradise and your living hell dependably on 

how you choose to confront love, life and the mother 

nature. 

Unconditional love is all that we need to create a living 

paradise in our matrimonial home.  Love is the solution 

to all grudges and the creator of the desirable happiness 

in the matrimonial home. 

Let innocent and unconditional love reign supreme in 

your matrimonial home, and you will always find 

happiness in your marriage. 

The divine constructive elements for a successful sacred 

marriage institution are; the innocent, unconditional love, 

the sense of justice, loving-kindness, compassion and 

surrendering selflessly in totality with commitment.. 

Any matrimonial home lacking these divine qualities is 

like a vehicle with a flat tyre on the highway. There is no 

possibility of reaching its destiny, unless the bad tyre is 

replaced with a good tyre. 
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A partner living with his or her innocent and 

unconditional love in the matrimonial home cares for a 

partner more than himself or herself.  

Such a partner’s major preoccupation is the happiness 

and the welfare of both partners. 

Whatever you do in your matrimonial home, do it with 

love. The only possibility of attaining the desirable 

happiness in marriage is to treat a partner the manner in 

which you desire to be treated by such a partner. 

This universal law falls under the umbrella of the 

“innocence and the unconditional love. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

May the God of Creation pour his showers of blessings 

into the souls of all those who favor my righteous cause 

and every reader. 

May Creations and its Creator God bless those who 

assisted for the birth of this precious book; “How to find 

happiness in Marriage.” 

Special thanks to Mr. Dick Brands, Michael Osei Davies 

and Emmanuel Osei Darko Davies who contributed a 

great deal of time for the publication of this precious 

book, meant for the liberation of mankind from the 

slaying sword of the false love and its  matrimonial 

contract. 

Kwabena Osei 
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INTRODUCTION 

The essence of life is the divine love. The Supreme power 

of Love is the womb of the entire Existence. The entire 

Existence operates on the energy of the supreme power 

of Love. 

Love is real and natural, and natural things create no 

misery. The supreme power of Love directs the entire 

Existence to its desirable course. The human mind falls 

short to manipulate such a supreme power of love. 

The simplest natural law for the attainment of happiness 

in marriage is; to treat a partner the manner in which you 

want to be treated in your matrimonial home. This 

specific natural law is within the frame-work of the 

innocence with its unconditional love.   

Mankind came into existence in the human form through 

love and  sex. To manipulate such a mighty power of love 

through which you are experiencing life on the Earth is  

suicidal.  

The mind falls short in the presence of the unconditional 

love. It is only the heart can embrace unconditional love. 

Unconditional love is the cover-cloth of the innocence. It 

is only the person living with his or her innocent can love 

unconditionally. 

The innocence and unconditional love live in truth and 

reality. God of creation is always present in the midst of 

truth and reality. “God is love.”  

God is forever good. He is merciful. His loving-kindness 

endures forever. His pride is to see mankind swimming 

in the ocean of the unconditional love, alike, engaging in 
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marriage under the umbrella of the unconditional love to 

enjoy its bewitching natural happiness. 

True love cannot be manipulated with the Ego’s mindset. 

It is only the false love created by the devil hidden in the 

coat of love can be manipulated or be purchased with 

wealth.  

False love is a sophisticated weaponry created by the 

devil for mass destruction. Any marriage under the 

umbrella of the false love eventually leads to depression 

and the living hell. 

Mankind is the creator of its own worst nightmares. If 

you live by the sword, you are compelled to die by the 

sword. 

Whatever begotten from the devil has its far reaching 

consequences. You reap whatever that you sow. The 

devil cannot present to mankind the living paradise with 

its natural happiness. 

Loving or engaging in a marriage on conditions is 

nothing, but just a personal interest and possessiveness. 

It falls under the umbrella of the false love created by the 

devil. Whatever pleasure begotten from the gift from the 

devil has its payable dividends at the end of the day. False 

love has been embraced by mankind as a hereditary.  

False love is the birth of the corrupt manners. There is no 

security in marriages. Many matrimonial homes have 

become the theatre show of the “Tom and Jerry” cat and 

mouse games, or toy’s movies. These delinquencies are 

the attribute of the false love and its corrupt manners. 

Most marriages are matrimonial contracts. Their daily 

activities is governed by the false love and its corrupt 

manners. Whatever choice we make pays us its 

dividends. 
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Loving without conditions is the attribute of the innocent. 

The by-products of the innocence are; loving-kindness, 

the sense of justice, unconditional love, truth and reality, 

selflessness and godliness characters.  

Any marriage based on these qualities is meant to survive 

in any deadly storm orchestrated by the devil. It is only 

the innocent and unconditional love can create a natural 

happiness. 

When two beautiful Angel of love are coincidentally 

thrown into the living hell, they can eventually transform 

such a chaotic living hell into the living paradise with 

their innocent and the unconditional love they possess. 

It is simply because, innocent with its unconditional love 

is the generator of the sacred light in mankind’s inner-

world. In the presence of light, evil darkness disappears.  

True love sees the beauty and the worth of a partner. It 

turns the blind eye to the ugliness and the short comings 

of a partner. If you look at the beauty side of your partner 

consistently, nature will help you to dig out the qualities 

of gold in him or her. 

In the critical moment in grudges whereby an imminent 

solution is imperative, the innocent person with loving-

kindness surrenders selflessly to amend the differences 

amicably through the language of love. 

Thus, when innocent and unconditional love reign 

supreme in any matrimonial home, there is always a 

possibility to find  natural happiness in such a marriage. 

This precious book; “How to find happiness in Marriage”  

is meant to enlighten mankind to acknowledge the root 

cause of the rampant atrocities, alike, divorces being 

witnessed globally in the name of love through 

deceptions.  
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It enlightens mankind, how to acknowledge and to 

embrace a marriage made in heaven through the 

unconditional love for its natural happiness. 

It spelts out vividly, both the root cause of the false love 

and the unconditional love. It enlightens mankind, how 

to distinguish between the unconditional love and the 

false love which hides itself in the same coat of love. 

A marriage is not like a mere hot soup to be tasted and be 

dumped into a garbage can when freezing. To be engaged 

in marriage is the most important and the delicate choice 

to be made in the life of mankind.  

It is worthless to offer your precious life as a ransomed 

sacrifice in the name of the false love and its marriage 

made in the pit of hell. 

To be engaged in marriage is between both the living 

paradise and the living hell, dependably on individuals 

choice with their given ‘free-will” by the Mother Nature. 

Mankind is its own living paradise, alike, its own living 

hell. It is individual’s choice. Either you engage in 

marriage with your innocent and its unconditional love 

from the heart, or with the Ego’s mindset and its false 

love and enjoy the benefit of it. 

“You reap whatever that you sow.” 

Unconditional love creates no misery. Our misery or 

deception in marriage is the attribute of the false love 

created by the devil which hides itself within the coat of 

love. It is only the unconditional love which is natural can 

create the desirable natural happiness for humanity. Love 

unconditionally, and you will always find happiness in 

your matrimonial home. Love is the solution to grudges 

in matrimonial homes. 
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Love beautifies life. Life is always fresh. True love never 

decay or loses its legitimacy. Its flaming fire of love is 

unquenchable. Love is always fresh and never loses its 

beauties. Love, life and beauty are inseparable. 

There are numerous angel-like people full of the energy 

of love willingly to share with the innocent partners. 

There are also, uncountable hell’s angels in the human 

form. They go around with their daily business fishing 

out the innocent souls from the stream of their good lives 

for their perpetual incarceration in the lover’s jail through   

marriages made in the pit of hell. 

This precious book is meant to awaken you from your 

hallucinated dreams. It enables you to use properly your 

natural given bodily sensors to avoid been trapped in the 

false love for your doom.  

Mankind is sick and tired of the daily atrocities being 

caused in the name of the false love prior to its 

deceptions.  

Thus, the main purpose of this precious book is to liberate 

mankind from the slaying sword of the false love that 

made many generations walking corpses prior to the 

burdens in their marriages and in their relationships. 

Unconditional Love is all that we need to share with each 

other to make the world much safer and a perpetual living 

paradise as it is in heaven. To find happiness in marriage, 

and to be fulfilled in life is considered as the first heaven. 

The Heaven is on the Earth. Such a perfect heaven is 

attainable in marriage only through the innocent, 

unconditional love,  the sense of justice and treating a 

partner the manner in which you desire to be treated in 

your matrimonial home. 

The power of love conquers all. 
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CHAPTER  1 

A MARRIAGE IS A SACRED RELIGION 

A marriage is a sacred institution. It was established 

through the plural excellence of wisdom by the power 

behind the entire Existence. 

Its fundamental pillar was built upon the power of love 

and sex. It is meant to add values to the life of mankind. 

The matrimonial home serves as the divine temple. The 

matrimonial “bed of roses” is meant for prayers, or 

meditation through love and sex, or intimacies for 

transcendental within the supreme power of love.  

Love and sex, or intimacy in the matrimonial bed is a 

divine service to be rendered to the supreme power of 

love and the entire Existence. To be engaged in love and 

sex, or intimacy by observing its divine criteria is 

divinely considered as religiousness.  

Thus, the matrimonial bed must be a holy-space or an 

‘Altar’ which must be kept in an extraordinary lovely to 

be attractive to love and sex. It is a holy-space which 

must be kept out of argumentation and grudges. The 

couple must leave behind all their misunderstandings and 

grudges in the sitting room before entering their 

matrimonial bedroom.    

It is a holy space meant for love and worshiping, alike, to 

render services to the entire Existence and its Creator. 

Love and sex, or intimacies in such a divine temple and 

its bewitching ‘Altar’ which is the ‘matrimonial bed of 

roses’ is meant to pay a homage to the supreme power of 

Love for transcendental. “And, God is Love.” 
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“To be loyal and faithful with deeds in a respectful 

manner in serving your matrimonial home with your 

innocent and unconditional love for its success and 

happiness tantamount to rendering services your creator 

God.” 

When the climate in the matrimonial bed calls for  

intimacy through erection, it leaves the couple no 

alternative than to surrender selflessly in totality to the 

power of love and sex. In some scenarios, the male 

gender bows to the goddess of sex before penetration or 

intimacy. To bow on your knees is adoration. It is the 

same as in worshiping, or in prayers. 

Through intimacy, alike at the edge of the orgasm, the 

mind looses control. Mankind attain perfection when it is 

no more under the dictates of the Ego’s mindset. 

Meditation is all about going beyond the mind. When the 

mind seizes to play its filthy games, you are in 

transcendental within the entire Existence.  

“Unto thee my God I surrender all; as advocated in the 

Christendom’s Holy Book, alike, mankind surrenders 

selflessly in totality to love and sex, or intimacy. 

Anything that you surrender selflessly in totality is meant 

to take full control in all aspects in your life. Surrendering 

selflessly in totality connotes unwavering trust, belief and 

faith with hope for the impossible possibility.  

Anything that you surrender selflessly in totality through 

the innocent and unconditional love gives birth to success 

for the desirable natural happiness. In this wise, to attain 

perfection, success and happiness in marriage is to 

surrender selflessly in totality in commitment to your 

marriage through the innocent and unconditional love. 
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The activities in a marriage must be confronted with 

loving-kindness, compassion, the sense of justice, 

innocence, truth and reality. All the above mentioned 

divine qualities connotes religiousness and godliness.  

“Religion can be defined as; anything that binds your 

heart, with which much time is dedicated to its activities 

through compassion, innocence, unconditional love and 

surrendering selflessly in totality to cultivate happiness.” 

This is an act of religiousness. 

A marriage is a sacred institution. There is enormous 

showers of blessings in rendering good services in your 

matrimonial home. Serving your matrimonial home with 

your innocent and unconditional love with motherhood 

or fatherhood responsibilities supersedes any form of 

religiousness.  

“The blessings mankind receives in serving in the 

marriage institution whole-heartedly in the name of the 

innocence and unconditional love supersedes the blessing 

the devotees receive from their various church 

attendance”. 

We often hear that, the heaven is on the Earth. It is a 

gospel truth. The Holy Book says; as it is in the Heaven, 

so as, thy will be done on the Mother Earth. 

Having a peaceful marriage and the divine gift of children 

is the fulfilment of the natural law of the re-production 

which none is exempted. The children begotten in the 

services in love and sex, or intimacy serves as mankind’s 

foot-prints to be left on the mother earth perpetually.  

It is indeed, great services being rendered to mankind, the 

supreme power of love, the entire Existence and its 

creator God.  
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Children are the souls that obviously shield themselves in 

the human body to execute their divine mission on the 

mother earth. They are the light, or the burning torch that 

shines perpetually in the sight, in the mind and in the 

heart of mankind through reproductions. 

Children are the most precious and the priceless gift from 

the creator God. They remain as the perpetual foot-prints 

of mankind on the mother earth through multiplication. 

This is obviously attainable through the power of love 

and sex, or intimacy. Love and sex is a divine gift and 

indeed, a religiousness. It is a divine service to be 

rendered to mankind, the mother earth and the entire 

Existence. 

A peaceful matrimonial home with lovely children and 

heavenly atmosphere  is what is being referred as the first 

Heaven. 

“Having beautiful and healthy children under the same 

roof in the matrimonial home with a family’s bound of 

love and being fulfilled in life is the first heaven in which 

a person will mysteriously find himself or herself.  

This is obviously attainable through the power of love 

and sex. Love and sex is a divine gift. It is a divine service 

meant to be rendered to the entire Existence and the 

supreme power of love on the ‘Altar’ which is the  ‘bed 

of roses’ within the matrimonial temple.  

Its divine service is what maintains perpetually, the circle 

of life in the human experiences on the mother earth. The 

womb of a woman was created for birth to fulfill the 

natural law of reproduction through love and sex, or 

intimacies. 

“Children are with enormous potentials that strengthen 

themselves and stretches to the higher degree in existence 
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whereby, parents could reach only in dreams. The 

children are the mystery light that parents leave behind 

as the burning light for generations.” 

“To be engaged in intimacies in the matrimonial home’s 

divine temple, alike on its ‘Altar’ with the innocent and 

unconditional love for equally satisfactory in orgasm for 

transcendental supersedes any form of worshipping in the 

manmade temples.” 

The mind is the hindrance to most people in prayers and 

in meditation. In sex, the mind loses control. The body 

who is the servant to the Ego’s dominant mind loses 

control to be steered by the sweet melodies of the power 

of love and sex. 

The entire divinity within the soul expresses itself 

without any hindrance of evil thought at the edge of 

reaching orgasm. Both partners souls reach their holiness 

through orgasm for perfect transcendental in unique with 

the entire Existence mysteriously. 

The constant consented to love and sex, or intimacies 

with unconditional surrendering in totality for equally 

satisfaction in orgasm boost the divine, or the spiritual 

growth, alike the growth in physically for a steadfast 

companionships in marriage. 

Love and sex is an in-depth meditation or prayerfulness. 

In orgasm and transcendental, mankind finds itself in a 

solid connectedness with the entire Existence in unique 

without separation. 

Love  and sex is a service to be rendered to mankind. It 

is the armour of the matrimonial home. A rhythmical 

functional sex, and satisfactory sex unites couple without 

a breathing space. This is the preventive measures against 

the matrimonial home invaders and the soul haunters.  
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CHAPTER  2 

THE HIDDEN TREASURES IN MARRIAGE 

A successful marriage with its bewitching happiness 

under the umbrella of the innocent and the unconditional 

love  is referred as the first heaven on the mother earth. 

Mankind’s major preoccupation is to be granted an entry 

into the spiritual heaven after death. We start from one 

step before taking the second step.  

The heaven is on the Earth. Such the first heaven is 

mankind’s birthright. To neglect the first heaven, which 

is bestowed upon the sacred marriage institution is 

indeed, a grave failure in the life of mankind on the 

mother earth. 

The first heaven and its happiness is attainable through a 

successful marriage. A marriage institution in most cases 

doesn’t judge mankind for its uniquities of the past. It 

rather gives mankind the visa-free to  its mystery bosom 

through the power of love.  

Through ignorance and the lack of awareness, mankind 

is incapable of capitalizing on this window of opportunity 

given by the mother nature. Instead of making a good use 

of this opportunity for the acquisition of the first heaven 

and its natural happiness, mankind has chosen the 

opposite way prior to its Ego’s mindset.  

Mankind is swimming in the dirty gutters of the false 

love, and continuously poisoning its precious soul for its 

doom each day. Prior to that, atrocities are being caused 

consistently at the mercy of the false love and its 

matrimonial contract through deceptions. 
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Mankind is constantly playing games with the precious 

life and the heart of its innocent partner in marriage like 

playing with the plastic toy.  

Any marriage, which is running on the wheels of the 

Ego’s mindset is a lifeless marriage. It is just an elusive 

and a lunatic trend. The activities in such a marriage is 

driven by the Ego’s mindset. It is the manipulation of the 

innocent partner through the false love and its 

matrimonial contract. 

This is the signification that, the manipulator engaged in 

such a marriage with the ego’s mindset for a personal 

interest. At the end of the day, such a marriage is meant 

to experience deceptions. 

The success of a marriage is attainable through the 

governance of the hearts and the souls of the marriage 

couple. This is the signification that, surrendering 

selflessly in totality by each partner with his or her 

tenacity for the success of the marriage is a necessity. 

When there is a will, all things are possible, and success 

will be inevitable.  

The marriage institution is meant to be a sacred union for 

worshiping, alike, to render divine services to the 

Supreme power of Love through the dictates of the heart 

and the soul. 

The Heaven is on the Earth. Such a heaven, or the 

paradise is mainly attainable through the sacred marriage 

institution. The success in a marriage and its fulfillment 

through the labor of love is referred as the first Heaven, 

or the living paradise.  

“And, is it possible to be granted an entry visa to your 

visionary heaven, whilst incapable of fulfilling the 
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desirable criteria of the first heaven on the earth in 

marriage for your happiness in the human experiences?”  

I leave it for the response of my beloved readers. 

The Heaven is on the Earth. Mankind was created  to be 

the principal overseer on the earth on behalf of the creator 

God. Mankind was created as the unique friend of the 

creator God. The cosmic consciousness and its creative 

ideas is meant to be channeled through mankind for the 

implementation of the wishes of the creator God on the 

mother earth.  

The creator God gave mankind its ‘free-will,’ but 

obviously with measures of governance through the 

frame-work of specific natural laws to be observed. 

The Master of Creation created a man, a masculine 

gender, and a woman, a feminine gender. This is meant 

for intimate companionship through love and sex to 

fulfill the natural law of the re-production which none is 

exempted in the human experiences on the mother earth. 

For the sake of the intimate companionship in marriage, 

alike for the assistance of the feminine gender for the 

fulfilment of the natural law of the re-production, the 

Master of Creation designed the womb and the vagina of 

a woman and the sexual organs of a man, meant for 

intimacies.  

The feminine gender was endowed with the quantitative 

qualities of potentials to be capable of assisting the 

masculine gender for the implementation of the creative 

ideas fished out from the eternal ocean of ideas and the 

eternal life force. 

For the effectiveness and the efficiency of the in-depth 

companionship between a man and a woman, the Master 

of Creation designed the marriage institution. It is meant 
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to be running on the wheels of the innocent, 

unconditional love and intimacies to create a unify force 

through trust for spiritual growth through transcendental 

in the frame-work of the power of love and sex.  

Thus, a marriage was designed through the plural 

excellence of wisdom by the Master of Creation. A 

marriage is a divine institution naturally created for 

mankind’s benefit. Natural things create no misery. 

A marriage and its matrimonial home was created to be a 

peaceful resting place after the hustles and bustles of the 

day. It is mankind’s divine resting home for happiness 

and to share ideas with its companion for the honest 

evaluation of the work done during the day. 

The love and sex in otherwise, serves as a package meant 

for a divine baptism to wash away the stress  begotten 

from the day’s activities. It serves as a refreshment to be  

awakened to  be a “new-you” with the energy of love to 

carry on your chasing dreams. 

Women are endowed with the mystery power that sucks 

empty the stress of  men through loving-kindness and  

sexual intimacy.  

It is meant to awaken a man to be functional effectively 

and efficiently for the implementation of the ideas fished 

out from the oceans of the eternal life force.  

Women are endowed with an extraordinary mystery 

empowerment for encouragement to uplift the soul and 

the intuition of  men to be functional.  

 Behind every successful man, you find a responsible 

woman.  Women are the light in every matrimonial home. 

Their shining light becomes the miracle creator when 

they are consistently experiencing extraordinary mood of 

happiness in the matrimonial ‘bed of roses,’ alike, 
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enjoying a heavenly atmosphere through loving-kindness 

and care. 

They are well designed for the multiplication of anything 

in millionfold, alike for the re-production of mankind’s 

offspring. 

Give a woman a tiny spermatozoa, and she will transform 

it in her womb to bring forth a beautiful baby full of love, 

light, beauty and life. The child will continuously be 

multiplying itself to form a nation. Naturally, all the 

densely population in this global village sprang-forth 

from the womb of women. 

The potentials endowed to women are beyond measures. 

The mystery potentials endowed to women is related to 

the foundation of the sacred marriage institution which 

source is from the supreme power of Love; mostly 

referred as the spouse of the master of Creation. 

The marriage institution is meant to flourish with 

beautiful children through the goddess power of sex, 

creativity, transformation and the multiplication power 

endowed to women for given birth to children. 

Mankind’s legacy is mainly substituted on its offspring’s. 

The motherhood or the fatherhood responsibility in your 

matrimonial home with compassion, alike living in truth 

and reality with the innocent and unconditional love is 

the task to be fulfilled in marriage.  

To render this divine service in marriage is more than 

religiousness. It is a service being rendered to the 

supreme power of love, mankind and the entire 

Existence. To sojourn under the roof of a successful 

matrimonial home till your last breath qualifies you for 

the attainment of the honor of ‘heroism’ from the Mother 

Nature. 
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CHAPTER  3 

THE MEANING  OF MARRIAGE 

A marriage is a sacred institution created by the master 

of creation. It is meant to add values to the life of 

mankind. It is a companionship to assist each other for 

the implementation of the creative ideas fished out from 

the Oceans of the eternal life force. 

A marriage is the unification of two souls; consisting of 

a masculine gender and a feminine gender for an in-depth 

companionship under the umbrella of the innocent and 

unconditional love in a unique world.  

This unification is meant to forge ahead the course of life 

and to assist each other for the accomplishment of their 

divine mission in the human experiences on the earth. 

It is the unification of two souls, both in spiritually and 

physically in a unique and inseparable world for growth 

and to add values to the life of mankind. 

Thus, in a unique world is the signification of 

surrendering selflessly in totality in commitment for a 

successful and a peaceful world in which both partners 

find themselves. 

A marriage is a life time investment to be cultivated in 

the value of offspring’s. A marriage is a sacred 

institution. It is meant to establish a perfect peace and 

everlasting prosperity with abundant happiness in the life 

of mankind. 

To be engaged in a marriage is to surrender selflessly in 

totality in a unique world with a partner, both in 

physically and in spiritually through the power of love.  
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It is to assist each other for growth in creativity to add 

values to the life of mankind. Its ultimate success 

depends on the fatherhood and the motherhood 

responsibilities to raise their children to exhibit 

stupendous quality of life to add values to the life of 

mankind. The children are the divine mystery light that 

mankind leaves behind, that obviously shines in the 

hearts of generations. 

A marriage is a companionship both in spiritually and 

physically in a unified force to assist each other  in the 

human experiences on the mother earth. It is an intimate 

friendship or companionship to guide or to assist each 

other till the last breath of life in the human form. 

It is also meant for the re-production of mankind’s 

offspring’s to keep its image always alive. Children are 

mankind’s divine foot-prints to be left behind on the 

mother earth. 

This is attainable through the power of love and sex. Love 

and sex serves as the basic constructive elements of a 

marriage. A marriage without a functional love and sex 

is like the tea without honey or sugar. It is indeed a 

lifeless marriage. 

Love and sex is the main stream of the energy that keeps  

mankind alive perpetually in existence in the human’s 

form. 

There are oceans of the eternal life force in which the 

universal creative ideas are installed by the creator God. 

They are meant to be fished out by mankind for their 

implementation to be manifested in reality on the earth. 

Thus, companionship in marriage is to facilitate or to 

assist each other for the manifestation in reality of the 
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fished out ideas meant for one’s destiny in the name of 

the innocent and unconditional love. 

A marriage is an intimate companionship to assist each 

other for the accomplishment of mankind’s sacred 

mission in the human experiences on the mother earth.  

The cosmic consciousness is naturally embodiment with 

mankind’s consciousness. It is driven by a divine force to 

preserve the mother earth through the creative ideas from 

the ocean of the eternal life force.  

Mankind is given the power of creativity, transformation 

and transfiguration for the manifestation in reality of the 

creative ideas on earth on behalf of the creator God. 

Thus, a marriage is an in-depth companionship for the  

assistance of each other for the fulfilment of this divine 

task. It is also meant for the re-production to populate the 

world with mankind’s offspring’s through love and sex. 

A marriage is the finishing touches to beautify life in the 

human experiences by the master of creation. It is the 

precious gift given to mankind from the creator God to 

assist mankind to be fulfilled in life, or to be successful 

in its human experiences on the Earth. 

A marriage is an intimate companionship to assist each 

other, alike to be the care-taker of each other specially, in 

bad times and most mainly when the mother earth is 

demanding its borrowed body from us in our old age. It 

is an intimate  companionship to be supporting each other 

both in good times and in bad times. 

Your  marriage or your matrimonial home is your unique 

world in which you find yourself. Once you engaged in a 

marriage, an automatic mystery border is set between  

your external families and friends. 
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It is a fare-well to your solitude and the single 

independent life-style. Engaging in marriage is like two 

merging rivers that flow with their currents together into 

the great Ocean. It is meant to merge with a partner in a 

unique and inseparable world. Once merged together in 

the name of the innocence and unconditional love, there 

is no separation. The life of individualism ends and 

merges in a solid unique world to forge ahead in the 

journey of life under the umbrella of the supreme power 

of love. 

Partners in marriage are meant to assist  each other in 

transforming their creative ideas fished out from the 

oceans  of the eternal life force to be implemented in 

reality for mankind’s benefit. 

It is an intimate friendship to be confided with each other. 

It is to assist each other to assimilate the life course in 

human experiences to attain perfection for accountability 

to mother nature when passed into the divine harmony. 

Intimate friendship or companionship is the signification 

of merging consistently in intimacies for transcendental 

in spiritually and physically as one flesh. Indeed, a 

unique entity in existence in the name of the innocent and 

unconditional love for transcendental meditation or 

prayerfulness through intimacies.  

Mankind is created to be the principal overseer on the 

earth on behalf of the creator God. The creator God chose 

marriage and intimacies for transcendental for steadfast 

and unwavering trust for each other. A steadfast and 

unwavering trust in each other is the mystery binding 

cord for unbreakable companionship in marriage. 

Unbreakable companionship in the sense that, couple will 

share in-depth intimacies in flesh to be knowing each 
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other through love and trust. A perfect companionship is 

based on love and trust.  

The love and sex, or the intimacy is not only meant for 

reproduction, but in some scenarios, meant for an 

unbreakable unification in companionship in the name of 

love and trust. It is the armour for the sustainability of a 

marriage. 

The innocence, love and trust in marriage is the divine 

armour of the two souls, merged in a unique world in the 

marriage’s life pattens. 

This is when, loving-kindness and compassion reign 

supreme in the matrimonial home. It is the unifying force 

that energizes partners to stand shoulder to shoulder both 

in the bad times and in the good times.  

A lover who is reliable; someone to be counted on both 

in good times and in bad times till our last breath of life. 

The companionship in marriage is the signification of 

being a partner’s keeper in the marriage’s long and its 

winding road to  the oldies moment till death. The ocean 

of the romances of marriage is not something in which to 

be dived, just for a try. 

It is not a play-ground meant for mankind’s idiosyncrasy. 

It is a play-ground whereby, its norms demand a plain 

sheet card. Nothing could be hidden. It is a suicide 

mission for those who take a dive into the Ocean of love 

with the Ego’s mindset. 

A matrimonial home demands an absolute commitment 

with the sense of justice, loving-kindness, respect, 

compassion, patients, unconditional acceptance of a 

lover, courage, perseverance and surrendering selflessly 

in totality in the name of the innocent and the 

unconditional love. 
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CHAPTER  4 

THE FOUNDATION OF A MARRIAGE 

Everything in Existence has its beginning. Its original 

source from where its foundation began. Nothing existed 

coincidentally in Creation. 

The entire Existence has its very foundational source 

through which it sprang forth. Mankind has its original 

source through which it came into existence. 

Everything in the Existence has its basic or foundation. 

The foundation or the basic source is the most significant. 

It is simply because, any foundation of a building with  

inappropriate material cannot withstands a deadly stormy 

wind. It is meant to fall. 

The mother earth was created through the principles of 

the master of creation with its  calculated plural excellent 

of wisdom. It is the signification that, the mother earth is 

perpetually solid and excellent in its own dominion prior 

to its source of existence. 

Its foundation was solid and excellent. Mankind is 

created perfectly solid by the master of creation. Nothing 

is wrong in creation. The entire Existence came into  

existence through the womb of the Supreme power of 

Love, alike, operates on the energy of Love. The entire 

Creation is steered by the mystery energy of the Supreme 

power of Love. 

It is the universal fact that, Love is real. Reality and truth 

are the attribute of the innocence which cover-cloth is the 

unconditional love. The mystery energy of love is felt by 

individuals in their own uniqueness.  
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It is not something that needs to be taught by someone. 

Love is mankind’s energy of existence. It is realistic and 

truth.  

The power of Love is real and truth. Its sacred womb 

gave birth to the entire Existence. “And God is Love.” 

This is the signification that, anything that connotes truth 

and reality represents God. 

Truth and reality is what liberates mankind from its self- 

created problems. Any marriage which foundation is 

based on the innocent, love, truth and reality eventually 

gives birth to the living paradise with its bewitching 

happiness. 

Unconditional love is natural and has nothing to do with 

mankind’s miseries in love and in marriages. Natural 

things create no misery.  

The awful ordeal which mankind encounters in love and 

in marriage is related to the manner through which 

mankind confronts love with its Ego’s mindset. 

Any foundation of a relationship or a marriage contrary 

to truth, reality, innocent and unconditional love has its 

far reaching consequences.  

Love, truth, reality, life and beauty are inseparable. Love 

is the energy for mankind’s existence. Anything, contrary 

to love, truth and reality is contrary to the nature of 

mankind. 

You can talk about love. You can educate people about 

love. To educate mankind with the possibilities relating 

to the resolution to the problems in marriages may be 

meaningless, if the basic constructive elements of the 

marriage is inappropriate.  

Lacking the appropriate constructive elements in laying 

down the foundation of a marriage, all  the efforts and the 
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resolution principles may not be effective or pay a good 

dividend.  

False love and its corrupt manners  with its matrimonial 

contract is like a flat tyre on a vehicle, you reach nowhere 

unless you change it with a good tyre.  

It does not matter, how harder the partners work to 

sustain a marriage running on the wheels of the Ego’s 

mind concept, there could be a probability of a far 

reaching consequences.  

Such a marriage under the Ego’s mind concept doesn’t 

favors an innocent partner. Enslavement and deception 

could be possible at the end of the day. The mind has 

nothing to do with love. It promises much but delivers 

absolutely nothing in reality.  

The foundation of every mighty building is the most 

important. This enables the building to be capable of 

withstanding any deadly stormy wind.  

It is the same as a marriage. Once laid down a negative 

foundation, in some scenarios, all the efforts for a 

successful and a happy matrimonial home may elude 

you. Anything begotten from falsehood, or from the 

Ego’s mindset, mainly in love affairs eventually gives 

birth to deceptions and leads to the living hell. 

“Prevention is better than  cure, as the wise men say.” 

The basic constructive materials  in any marriage or love 

and sex relationships is very important. A solid 

foundation in marriage eventually gives birth to success 

and a happy life style in marriage. 

The basic constructive materials for a successful and a 

happy matrimonial home are; the innocent, care, the 

unconditional love and the sense of justice.  
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Loving-kindness, good communication, understanding, 

respect, friendship, companionship, union prayers in 

spirituality, commitment, surrendering selflessly in 

totality, patients, the sense of justice could be possible to 

be observed when the innocence and the unconditional 

love reign supreme in a marriage. 

Thus, the possibility of attaining happiness in marriage 

without the innocent and unconditional love is very slim. 

It is only the unconditional love can create happiness in 

marriage. 

Any marriage without the innocent and unconditional 

love is a lifeless marriage. Such a marriage is  under the 

dictates of the Ego’s mind concept. This kind of a 

marriage is a false marriage. It is a matrimonial contract 

with bargains.  

Partners in such a marriage could be considered as sex 

partners and business associates. Each partner is having 

a hidden agenda to be fulfilled.  

Love and sex relationships or a marriage under the 

umbrella of the unconditional love is not a bargain. It is 

a feeling in which you care for a partner more than 

yourself. 

The innocent person presents his or her true nature 

initially in a marriage or in love and sex relationships. It 

is the signification of  letting both your bad and good 

deeds to be recognized by your partner in the initial stage. 

If such the newfound partner accepts you unconditionally 

despite your past rotten life, then, success is inevitable. 

You must present to a newfound lover your true nature to 

be  accepted unconditionally. This is the basic fact that 

upholds the integrity of a marriage. The innocent partner 

with unconditional love lives in truth and in reality.  
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Love, innocence, life, truth, reality and beauty are 

inseparable. In the presents of these sacred elements, you 

find God. Any marriage with such constructive materials 

is made in the Heaven before crowning itself physically 

in the sight of mankind on the earth. 

Any marriage which constructive elements fall outside 

the above mentioned sacred elements is a marriage made 

in the pit of the hell for mankind’s destruction. It is under 

the dictates of the Ego’s mind concept.    

Thus, any foundation of a marriage or relationships with 

the by-products of the Ego’s mindset is a false marriage, 

or a false relationships. It is the signification of reaching 

out to the devil to steer the life pattern of the matrimony 

or the relationships.  

When the devil takes the center seat in the matrimonial 

home or in any relationship, definitely, devastating 

atrocity is inevitably. The devil cannot present to 

mankind the living paradise. On the contrary, its main 

agenda is to misleads mankind into the living hell. 

Any foundation of a relationship or a marriage based on 

false image or identity is outside the territory of truth and 

reality. The activities of such a marriage is running on the 

wheels of the false love with its bargains. 

It is the signification of having a hidden agenda, alike a 

personal interest. Any relationship or marriage which 

foundation is based on personal interest is under the 

umbrella of the false love. It is the signification of not 

dealing with your partner in truth and in reality. 

Unrealistic, which is the attribute of the false image or 

false identity is the product of the Ego’s mindset.  

“And the Ego is the devil part in mankind.” 
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CHAPTER  5 

THE DEFINITION OF THE UNCONDITIONAL 

LOVE AND THE FALSE LOVE 

Mankind is consistently witnessing the rampant atrocities 

being caused in the name of love by the vulnerable people 

through deceptions.  

Numerous populations in the world are entangled with 

problems through deceptions. There are monsters hidden 

in the human’s forms. Their major preoccupation is to  

dive into the romantic ocean of love with the innocent 

people for their destruction. Deceptions through the 

betrayal of the trust given to the strange partners is 

weighing many innocent partners down. 

Prior to the deceptions in marriages, many people are just 

walking corpses. They are carrying  spiritual baskets full 

of burdens. These burdens are attributed to the choices 

they made in engaging in marriages or in love and sex 

relationships. It is simply because, initially, they fell 

short in acknowledging the meaning of love and life. 

You can understand what is life, only, if you happen to 

fall in love with your soul and heart with its innocence 

and unconditional love. Love is life. The essence of life 

is the divine love, and God is Love.  

Falling in love is simply, loosing your mind to surrender 

to the dictates of the heart with its innocent and 

unconditional love in the marriage or in the relationship 

in which you find yourself. 

Many people are bleeding spiritually each day at the 

mercy of the false love through deceptions. They failed 
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to distinguish between the false love with its short lived 

pleasure and the unconditional love with its natural 

happiness. 

Many of those successful prominent people in life, have 

suffered immensely from spiritual bleeding through the 

deceptions of the false love previously. Lack of 

awareness, the majority of the human race fell by the 

edge of the hidden sword of the false love. It favors 

nobody. Who ever is incarcerated by the false love 

eventually, faces its destruction. The unlucky people lose 

their lives, whilst the lucky ones get away with its 

spiritual bleeding. 

Mankind’s short comings in  differentiation of the false 

love and the unconditional love is the cause of the 

deceptions in marriages that results in divorces. After 

freedom from the marriage through divorce, realizing, 

they are caught in another marriage worser than the 

marriage in which they fled through desires, lust and 

harrying in love for possessiveness.    

“At the end of the day, they find themselves marrying 

twice the same women and the same men.” 

This has  been the circle of the life of mankind from its 

existence on the Mother Earth. They divorced from 

marriages considerably as the living hell. They engage in 

marriages again and again to new found lovers. Sooner 

or later, they acknowledged that, they are  being trapped 

again by the false love, which initially dressed up with 

the coat of the true love. 

Through deceptions in marriages or in love and sex 

relationships, some vulnerable people have thrown their 

talents and their precious lives away. 
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Some are incarcerated, thrown behind bars for their entire 

lives to be spent on the mother earth. Some people are 

homeless at the mercy of the false love and its 

matrimonial contracts. Some people are not recognized 

by the society despite their educational background and 

their qualifications.  

Mankind is breeding orphan children. Vagabond children 

are in rising prior to false love and its divorces. Some 

people are bleeding every moment, a typical spiritual 

bleeding which are the cause of the false marriage in 

which they find themselves. 

If you listen very attentive to many awful occurrences in 

domestic violence, they are attributed to false love and its 

matrimonial contracts. 

Many people are living in the degree of fear. They tried 

their possible best to distant themselves from the false 

love and its corrupt manners. 

Unfortunately, the more they try to protect themselves 

from the false love, additionally they are trapped in 

marriages and relationships under the umbrella of the 

same false love. 

Many people have lost their credentials, alike, lost the 

ability to live as  normal people in the society prior to the 

false love and its destructive slaying sword. 

Mother nature warns us in every moment with the 

pictures and the stories of individuals who are the victims 

of the false love. 

We read about it or hear in the news about it. We turn the 

blind eyes and deaf ears to these pictures and news. We 

think, we know better. Unfortunately, at the end of the 

day, we find ourselves swimming in the same dirty ocean 

of the false love. 
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In most circumstances and situations, many ignorant 

people hastily cast the blame on an imaginary devil for 

their predicament in the false love. 

We cannot single out the manipulation of mankind by the 

Devil through its false love. The manipulation by the 

Devil is realistic. “But then, the act of engaging in the 

false love and its marriage, or relationships is your 

responsibility by your own free-will.”  

Since from the Existence of mankind on the planet 

mother earth, mankind has always been falling at the 

edge of the slaying sword of the false love consistently. 

“And when will mankind acknowledge its short comings 

by avoiding its crucifixion by the false love?” 

Mankind takes the pride of being much clever in the 

advancement of its discoveries in technology. Its 

modernized system of its sophisticated means of living. 

Unfortunately, the acknowledgement of the false love 

and its slaying sword that is destroying many lives eludes 

mankind completely. 

“And when will mankind learn from its repetitive 

mistakes to refrain from the false love and its corrupt 

manners which is its warrant to its living hell?” 

“What is the cause of mankind’s vulnerability to the false 

love?” 

“Why are we so fragile or vulnerable to the burning 

desires and lust driven by the Ego’s dominant mind?” 

“And what is the combatant force against the  false love 

and its destructive sword?” 

It is imperative to pin-point these issues. It is simply 

because, each and every moment, innocent people are 

fished out from the stream of their good lives for total 

destruction by the evil power of the false love. 
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False love always knocks at the sacred door of mankind 

with a disguised coat of the unconditional love. Its 

purpose is to get access to inherit a place in the closet of 

mankind to misleads mankind into the living hell.  

It is nothing beneficial to mankind than destruction. False 

love is a sophisticated weaponry created by the devil for 

mass destruction. 

Anything begotten from the devil has it payable 

dividends. The devil has designed false love in a 

sophisticated manner in such a way that, its vibes catches 

the sight of mankind. It drives mankind to be 

uncomfortably tightened in its panty through the burning 

desires and lust. 

It gives mankind no room for evaluation than, hastily 

embracement through its burning desires and its lust of 

the flesh driven by the Ego’s dominant mind. 

Many people are being held in captivity like  cows with 

chains on their necks heading towards the slaughter 

house. False love is like a disguised hook covering its 

sharp edge with a meat thrown into the vast ocean to trap 

innocent fishes. 

Prior to the lost of mankind’s innocent, false love has 

been embraced as a hereditary by mankind.  

“Its lust for materialism, its sensual fashions and 

cosmetics application with its unnatural seducing is 

sweeping across cities and hypnotizing vulnerable 

people; alike, handcuffing many ignorant souls for their 

incarceration in the lover’s jail with the surrounded high 

walls without any possible exit.” 

Mankind is always vulnerable to the devil and its false 

love prior to its lack of the distinguishing between the 

false love and the unconditional love. 
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EPILOGUE 

A marriage is a life time investment to be cultivated in a 

value of offspring’s. A marriage is a sacred institution. It 

is meant to establish a perfect peace and everlasting 

prosperity with an abundant happiness.  

It is a companionship to assist each other  to add values 

to the life of mankind. It  is meant to assist a partner 

through loving-kindness to execute his or her divine 

mission in the human experiences on the mother earth. 

 It is an intimate friendship or companionship to guide, 

or to assist each other till the last breath of life in the 

human form. 

A marriage must be able to add  values to the lives of the 

couple involved. Valueless life in marriage is 

insignificant. It is just a time trapped. 

To be engaged in a marriage with  the Ego’s mindset is 

nothing but, a suicide mission.  Thus, be aware with 

whom you choose as a life-time partner, or a companion 

in the marital life’s pattern.  

There are numerous angel-like people full of the energy 

of love willingly to associate with the innocent partners 

for the desirable happiness and for the accomplishment 

of their dreams. On the contrary, there are uncountable 

hell’s angels in the human form whose major 

preoccupation is to create the party of suffering for the 

innocent people.  

They go around with their daily business fishing out the 

innocent souls from the stream of their good lives for 

their perpetual incarceration in the lovers jail through   

marriages made in the pit of the living hell. 
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Prior to the world of the Ego’s mind concept in which 

mankind finds itself, marriage meant to be sacred has 

been transformed into a lucrative business. It has been 

polished and transformed as a merchandise, alike been 

added to the commodities to be purchased in the street. 

There is no safety in marriage, neither trust found in 

many marriages. Even, some partners in marriage trust 

their dogs, or cats more than their husbands or wives. 

Most marriage couple are living in the degree of fear in 

their matrimonial homes. 

There is insecurity in marriage. There is a possibility of 

finding yourself standing shoulder to shoulder in the 

divorce court tomorrow with a partner with whom you 

shared  sweet melodies in bed today. 

The innocence with its unconditional love is far beyond 

the reach of mankind. False love and its corrupt manners, 

alike its politics is reigning supreme in the life of 

mankind. 

There is no room in the interior-world of mankind for 

unconditional love and its sacred marriage institution. 

Your wallet, or sensuality, seducing and the manner 

through which you transform a partner into an addict in 

love and sex, or intimacies determines your love.  

Love and sex has been added to the commodities in the 

market to be purchased in the street, alike, on the social 

media.  

When love and sex became a merchandise, or a 

commodity to be purchased with wealth, the innocent and 

its unconditional love is hard to find in the heart of 

mankind. 

Instead of loving with the heart, mankind is blindly and  
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deafly loving through the dictates of the Ego’s  mindset. 

Its burning desires and lust have misled numerous people 

to be incarcerated perpetually in the lover’s jail. 

Prior to that, many generations that come and go faced 

the hidden slaying sword of the false love mercilessly. 

Many people are just nothing, but walking corpses in the 

street. They are bleeding spiritually at the mercy of the 

false love and its matrimonial contracts. 

This precious book, is meant to awaken mankind from its 

hallucinated dreams and to be capable of making the right 

choice in marriage.  

It enlightens mankind; how to use properly its given 

spiritual bodily sensors and its “free-will” to avoid being 

a victim to the false love for perpetual damnation. 

It helps mankind to acknowledge the difference between 

the false love and the unconditional love. This is meant 

to reduce the mortal rate through the slaying sword of the 

false love. 

The constructive elements for a successful and a happy 

matrimonial home are; innocent, unconditional love, the 

sense of justice and by treating a partner the manner in 

which you desire to be treated by such a partner. 

Loving-kindness, good communication, understanding, 

respect, friendship, companionship, prayerfulness in 

spirituality, commitment, care, admiration, appreciation, 

surrendering selflessly in totality with the sense of justice 

in a unique world with a partner, are the attributes of the 

Innocent and the unconditional love. 

Thus, without the innocent and the unconditional love 

playing the major role in a marriage, its success and 

happiness might be impossible. 
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The innocence, unconditional love, care and respect are 

the divine constructive elements that upholds the grace, 

glory and the integrity of a marriage. 

Any marriage lacking these divine constructive elements 

is a false and a lifeless marriage. It is a lunatic trend and 

obviously meant to give birth to deceptions. 

Any woman, or a wife, who tries to become a “man-like-

woman” to be the “commander-in-chief” in her 

matrimonial home trespasses the divine norms binding a 

sacred marriage.  

It is considered as rebelliousness against the norms 

abiding the sacred marriage made in the heavens meant 

for two beautiful souls in the human form; a man and a 

woman. 

To be a “man-like-woman” by taking the commanding 

seat in marriage, you will be compelled to step on the 

masculinity of your husband ignorantly. 

You will then degrade your husband to be a “man-like 

woman.” A man was given the post of a leadership in the 

matrimonial home. A woman was given the portion of 

care, and the multiplication of anything entrusted in her 

hands, alike to be the ‘back-bone’ of a man to assist for 

the  accomplishing of the impossible possibility task in 

the life course.  

Any marriage, lacking the innocent and unconditional 

love is a lifeless marriage. Such a marriage is  under the 

dictates of the Ego’s mind concept. It is a matrimonial 

contract with  bargains. This kind of a marriage is a false 

marriage and indeed, suicidal. The partners in such a 

marriage could be considered as sex partners and 

business associates.  
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A marriage under the umbrella of the unconditional love 

is not with bargains. It is a feeling in which you care for 

a partner more than yourself.  

There is no harm in trying to patch up a broken marriage 

which is worthless. In some situations and circumstances, 

the effort being made to patch up a worthless broken 

marriage might bring forth no payable good dividends 

than additional pains and spiritual bleeding. 

When you find yourself at the wrong place and at the 

wrong moments or time, all the efforts made for success 

is meant to create an additional double trouble. It is like 

facing a deadly stormy wind in life, seemingly, the whole 

Existence is against you. 

We straighten a planted tree or flower to our desirable 

course before it grows. It is the same as the foundation of 

a marriage.  

The foundation of a marriage is very significantly. To 

take a courageous dive into the romantic Ocean of 

marriage is between life and death.  There are numerous 

hidden monster characters, alike, godliness characters, 

dependably of the choice you make in marriage. 

Most of those unlucky ones who find themselves within 

these monster’s characters in marriage were eating alive. 

Some people paid with their precious lives by the edge of 

the slaying sword of the false love.  

Prior to  the inflicting wounds of the slaying sword of the 

false love, there are uncountable walking corpses in the 

human body in the streets, absolutely lifeless. They are 

carrying spiritual baskets full of the burdens of  the 

marriage in which they found themselves.  

Love beautifies life. Thus, the innocence with its 

unconditional love creates no misery. Mankind’s misery 
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in marriage depends on the marriage in which it finds 

itself. 

False love and its matrimonial contract is the root cause 

of mankind’s miseries and agonies in marriage. There is 

a payable dividends on whatever gift begotten from the 

devil. 

For the sake of the rampant atrocities being caused in the 

name of love globally, this precious book; “How to find 

happiness in marriage,” is dedicated to enlighten 

mankind, alike, to free mankind from the slaying sword 

hidden in the coat of the false love. 

In some scenarios, mankind dig its own grave for its 

premature death prior to its ignorance. If you want to live, 

learn how to live. If you want to be successful in marriage 

with its bewitching happiness, learn how to engage in 

marriage with its desirable natural norms. 

Love and sex relationships, or a marriage under the 

umbrella of the unconditional love is not a bargain. It is 

a feeling in which you care for a partner more than 

yourself.  

Love is all that we have to share with each other to create 

happiness in the matrimonial home, alike, to make the 

world much safer and a perpetual living paradise as it is 

in heaven.  

The Heaven is on the Earth. Such a perfect heaven on the 

earth is attainable only through  the innocent with its 

unconditional love, and the sense of justice by treating a 

partner or a neighbor the same manner in which you want 

to be treated. 

Love unconditionally, and you will always find 

happiness in marriage. The power of love is the solution 

to all marital problems. It is the remedy of all illness 
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including death itself. It is the miracle creator for the 

impossible possibility. 

Love your partner unconditionally, and you will cultivate 

the qualities of  gold in her, or in him for the desirable 

happiness in marriage. Love beautifies life. Love, Life 

and Beauty are inseparable. Love is all that we need to 

create a heavenly atmosphere in our matrimonial home. 

Whatever you do in your marriage, do it with love, and 

you will cultivate the labor of your love in happiness. 

A marriage is just a documentation for security to cover 

mankind’s fears, prior to possessiveness. A successful 

marriage is not based on matrimonial contract on 

documentations with its bargains.  

Finding confidence and security in the marriage’s 

documentation without the unconditional love and trust 

is a ‘time-trapped’ agenda.  

A successful marriage and its happiness is attainable 

through the heart with its innocence, caring for each 

other, unconditional love and treating a partner the 

manner in which you want to be treated by such a partner. 

A marriage, is all about self-expression through loving-

kindness, and caring for each other to forge ahead in life 

for the desirable happiness, and to be fulfilled in life. 

I came to enrich the soul of mankind with the melodies of the 

heavens for its desirable happiness in life and in marriage. It 

is a choice, either you accept it through your given ‘free-will,’ 

or  deny it. It is not obligatory. 

A honest evaluation relating to the atrocities being 

consistently caused through the deception in marriages and in 

love and sex relationships is a necessity by any sage who 

desires a global peace and unity. 
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The divorce rate, giving birth to homeless children around the 

globe, the homeless people at the mercy of the ‘dry-wash’ in 

the divorce suits, irrelevant illness through deceptions in 

marriage and etcetera’s; needs to be considered by mankind.  

We have begotten enough mortalities from the hidden slaying 

sword of the false love and its corrupt manners policies hidden 

in the coat of the democracy. 

Many generation became victims to it. Unfortunately, 

mankind still turns the blind eye to this crucial terms and 

ignorantly declares publicly some irrelevant solutions as the 

pathfinder to the global peace. 

Whilst, the policies of the world governing democratic power 

is still running on the policies of the corrupt minded politics 

of the Ego’s mindset with its false love.  

Everybody has become a politician. Such filthy politics is 

extended to most of the marriages, associations, love and sex 

relationships. Prior to  the policies and the politics of the false 

love and its matrimonial contracts, many matrimonial homes 

have become gallows for mankind’s crucifixion. 

The attainment of the global peace and unity could be 

possible, if only, mankind learns to live with its innocence and 

the unconditional love; both in the societies and in the 

matrimonial homes. 

The innocence with its unconditional love is the solution to 

every problem in marriage and in relationships. It is the 

remedy to all illness including the mighty death itself. 

The innocence with its unconditional love is the only 

measures for the attainment of the global peace and unity. It 

is also the preventive measures against the hidden slaying 

sword of the false love which has indeed caused a lot of 

casualties in the life of mankind. 

The innocence and its unconditional love, the sense of justice 

in marriage is the only measures for the attainment of the 

desirable happiness in marriage. 

The power of Love conquers all. 
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE AUTHOR 

KWABENA OSEI is a Ghanaian born. He has dedicated 

all his life for self-discovery and to understand what 

nature, man and the creation are. And with a divine gift, 

he shares with various people.  
He mainly helps those seeking truth and self-discovery 

not by someone’s dictates and theories. It is an individual 

sacred journey for self-discovery to acclaim the great 

light which is not something one must give to you but 

each and every individual’s birth right freely given by the 

supreme Mother Nature.  

The only truth that is authentic is, knowing yourself to 

reach a higher degree in divinity. Then you will be able 

to discover all the mystery wind that blows continually 

around you, and to be present as well as to be awakened. 

Then, you will hear and understand the message of 

Nature. And you will not need a day-dreamer or a blind 

man with theories to show you who God is, alike, to 

dictate to you how you must live your life.  

Just understand that, each and every one is created 

authentic and unique. No one can create a paradise on the 

earth for you. Rather, the key to your success or the 

paradise is in your own hands. 

May he who gives glory unto all nations pour his showers 

of blessings unto the Souls of those who favour my 

righteous cause and seeking truth and freedom from the 

evil darkness.  

And may the entire creation and every tongue bless the 

name of the power that is behind Creations.     

Amen-Amen. Amen 
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THE BACK COVER’S INSCRIPTION 

A marriage is a sacred institution. It was established 

through the plural excellence of wisdom by the power 

behind the entire Existence. 

A marriage is a life time investment to be cultivated in 

the value of offspring. It is an in-depth companionship to 

assist each other to accomplish  individual's sacred 

mission to be fulfilled in life.  

It is meant to add values to the life of mankind for the 

benefit of the entire Existence. A valueless marriage is a 

‘time-trapped’ and obviously, deprives mankind from its 

desirable happiness.  

The Heaven is on the earth. Such a heaven is attainable 

in a marriage which is governed by the innocence, 

unconditional love, the sense of justice, care, respect and 

trust.  

Any marriage lacking these divine qualities is running on 

the wheels of the Ego’s mindset. Such a marriage is a 

lifeless marriage. It is a lunatic trend. Eventually, it gives 

birth to deceptions. 

This precious book; “how to find happiness in marriage” 

is meant to enlighten mankind to acknowledge the 

meaningful manner through which a perfect peace and 

everlasting prosperity, alike, happiness is attainable in 

marriage. 
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